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Titleist Introduces Even Faster Velocity Golf
Balls
Next Generation Velocity Provides Longer Distance with New High-Visibility Color Options

FAIRHAVEN, Mass (Jan. 24, 2018) – The new Titleist Velocity golf balls are designed with

proprietary high-speed technology to deliver even more distance on every shot. With the

introduction of new high-visibility color options – VISI-White, Velocity Orange and Velocity

Pink – the power of Velocity is also packed with personality.Now available in golf shops

worldwide, the 2018 Velocity has been reengineered with a softer high-speed core and

Titleist’s fastest cover blend to deliver extremely low spin and fast ball speed off the tee for

increased distance. Velocity’s advanced aerodynamics produce a high flight on all shots to

enhance distance and help golfers stop the ball closer to the hole.

Now available in golf shops worldwide, the 2018 Velocity has been reengineered with a

softer high-speed core and Titleist’s fastest cover blend to deliver extremely low spin and fast

ball speed off the tee for increased distance. Velocity’s advanced aerodynamics produce a high

flight on all shots to enhance distance and help golfers stop the ball closer to the hole.

“Everything we do with Velocity is to generate speed and distance,” said Michael Mahoney, Vice

President, Titleist Golf Ball Marketing. “When we spoke to Velocity golfers at the beginning of

the development process, they told us they wanted even more distance, especially off the tee.

Our R&D team responded with new core technology and the fastest cover of any Titleist golf ball

on the market to give them that added advantage.”

VELOCITY PERFORMANCE & TECHNOLOGY: Longer distance through high speed,

extremely low spin and high flight on all shots.

The softer, high speed LSX core produces fast initial velocity with extremely low

spin for deep downrange distance on all full swing shots.

A new, faster NaZ+ cover provides higher ball speed for longer distance.

A spherically-tiled 328 tetrahedral dimple design optimizes Velocity’s aerodynamic

performance, producing high flight and long carry for shots that fly far and land more softly

on the green.
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NEW COLOR OPTIONS: Titleist Velocity is now offered in four color and preference

options: standard White plus three new high-visibility colors – VISI-White, Velocity

Orange and Velocity Pink.

VISI-White also features an orange sidestamp and double-digit play numbers (00, 22, 77, 99).

The double-digit play numbers were selected based on their popularity among members of

Team Titleist.

“We’ve seen an increasing preference among golfers in general to play products that they truly

identify with and color is a big part of that,” said Michael Fish, Titleist Golf Ball Product

Manager. “We’re confident the improved performance of Velocity with new color options will

only make the game more enjoyable for these golfers.”

AVAILABILITY: New Titleist Velocity golf balls (White, VISI-White, Velocity Orange and

Velocity Pink) are available in golf shops worldwide beginning Jan. 24. MAP: $26.99/dozen.
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ABOUT TITLEIST

The Titleist brand started with a vision - and an x-ray. The Titleist success story began one Sunday in 1930, when
Phil Young, a dedicated amateur golfer and owner of a precision molded rubber company, missed a well-stroked
putt in a match with his friend, who was head of the x-ray department at a local hospital.

Convinced that the ball itself was at fault, Young and his opponent went to the hospital, x-rayed the golf ball in
question and found that its core was, in fact, off-center.
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